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Gray roughed up in just 3 2/3 in loss to Giants 
Ineffective pitching performance results in 17 hits allowed 
 
By Thomas Harding MLB.com @harding_at_mlb 
May 19th, 2018 
 
SAN FRANCISCO -- Jon Gray lost his way with the fastball and put the Rockies behind early during an eventual 9-4 loss 

to the Giants on Saturday afternoon at AT&T Park. 

Because of the disappearance of an effective fastball in his last two starts, Gray (4-6) barely resembles the right-hander 

that had given up just one run in 20 innings. 

The pitching issues weren't isolated to Gray. Lefty reliever Chris Rusin gave up two earned runs on five hits in 1 1/3 

innings, and Brandon Crawford's two-run homer in the sixth off Brooks Poundershelped wash out the nine-hit offensive 

effort. Charlie Blackmon and Gerardo Parra had two hits apiece, and Ian Desmond backed up his four-RBI effort in 

Friday night's victory with another solid offensive day -- two runs scored, one hit, two walks and a stolen base.19th, 2018 

"We fought back a couple different times, which was great," Rockies manager Bud Black said. "But we didn't make 

enough good pitches throughout the course of the day from all three of our pitchers." 

Of the nine hits Gray surrendered in his 3 2/3 innings, five came on the four-seam fastball. Two of them came during a 

rough three-run Giants third highlighted by Crawford's bases-loaded, two-run double that left the bat at 100.4 mph, 

and Miguel Gomez's follow-up single. 

In a home loss to the Brewers last Sunday, eight of the 10 hits against Gray came on fastballs, and hitters have swung 

and missed just eight times on 83 fastballs in his past two starts, according to Statcast™. The Brewers and Giants 

combined for a .591 batting average and .864 slugging percentage on Gray's fastballs. 

MEDIA CLIPS –May 20, 2018 
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With his offense hanging in during the early innings, Gray had chances to limit the damage. Instead, the execution of his 

pitches waned, and whether backing up third base or walking around the mound after something went awry, Gray looked 

angry and frustrated. And the pitches didn't improve.19th, 2018 

"It was frustrating from the get-go, really," Gray said. "Sometimes, I think I get worried about things I can't control. I'm just 

going to focus on what I can, the 60 feet between me and the catcher. 

"It just happens. Today, it just happened all day. I'm not going to let it discourage me, though." 

Things could've been worse. After Gorkys Hernandez's double in the second inning put men at second and third, second 

baseman Daniel Castro made a diving play on pitcher Chris Stratton's grounder that prevented a hit and prevented a 

second run from scoring. 

The Rockies trailed, 4-3, going into the bottom of the fourth. Gray gave up Gregor Blanco's leadoff triple, which bounced 

oddly past Desmond at first base, then hit the ball bag in the visiting bullpen in right-field foul ground. Gray was able to 

record two outs before Brandon Belt singled softly into right-center on Rusin's first pitch.19th, 2018 

"I think his command could've been a little better, and he got unraveled a little quick," said catcher Tony Wolters, who 

caught some of Gray's best starts, but also has endured the last two rough ones. "Jon needs to be able to turn the page 

quick. He's getting better at times, when he slows the game down and executes pitches. That's all he should care about. 

Just be a robot out there." 

MOMENT THAT MATTERED 

Rusin started the year slowly before finding his form, but that was interrupted by an intercostal strain that landed him on 

the 10-day disabled list. Since his return, however, Rusin has not been effective. Andrew McCutchen's two-run, two-out 

double to left in the fifth was a clear example.19th, 2018 

The score was 5-4. It was the type of game that Rusin excelled in last year, when he pitched a National League high 85 

relief innings and posted a 2.65 ERA. Rusin yielded hits to two of the first three batters of the inning, but fanned Blanco 

and had McCutchen 0-2 when he missed up and in the middle with a cutter. 

MITEL REPLAY OF THE DAY 

Trevor Story's single to right with two on and two out in the fifth drove in Blackmon from third. Parra tried to go first to 
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third, but McCutchen delivered an accurate throw to Evan Longoria from right field. Parra, who tried a swim move to 

avoid the tag, was originally ruled safe. Replay review would overturn the call, however., 2018 

UP NEXT 

The Rockies have won lefty Tyler Anderson's last five road starts. Anderson (3-1, 4.30 ERA), will face the Giants and 

lefty Ty Blach (3-4, 4.05) in Sunday's series finale at 2:05 p.m. MT. It would be a good time for Anderson to break through 

against the Giants, since he is 0-2 with a 6.30 ERA in two starts at AT&T Park, and 0-2 with a 4.67 ERA against them in 

three starts overall. 
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Jon Gray hammered by San Francisco Giants in Colorado Rockies’ loss 
By PATRICK SAUNDERS | psaunders@denverpost.com | The Denver Post 
PUBLISHED: May 19, 2018 at 5:19 pm | UPDATED: May 19, 2018 at 7:22 pm 
 

SAN FRANCISCO — The Rockies would like to get rolling. Really rolling. As in putting together a string of complete 

games when the offense and defense clicks at the same time. 

The problem is, they keep running into detours, many of them self-made. 

Saturday at windy AT&T Park, in an aggravating 9-4 loss to the Giants, Colorado pitchers were tagged for 17 hits. Right-

hander Jon Gray took a step backward during a lackluster start that lasted just 3⅔ innings. Lacking fastball command for 

the second consecutive start, and missing with his slider, Gray was charged with five runs on nine hits. 

“It was frustrating from the get-go, really,” Gray said. “I think sometimes I get worried about things I can’t control. I’m just 

going to focus on what I can. Just the 60 feet between me and the (hitter). That’s it.” 

In the second inning, for example, Brandon Crawford led off with a wind-shifting bloop single that fell between center field 

Charlie Blackmon, left fielder Gerardo Parra and shortstop Trevor Story. Then Miguel Gomez hit a hot grounder to third 

baseman Nolan Arenado, who started a would-be double play. However, second baseman Daniel Castro, shading Gomez 

toward first base, couldn’t quite get to the bag in time to turn two. A subsequent double by Gorkys Hernandez, followed by 

a hot shot to second by pitcher Chris Stratton to drive in Gomez, gave the Giants their first run. 

In the fifth, Gregor Blanco hit a leadoff triple that got through first baseman Ian Desmond and caromed off a ball bag in the 

bullpen down the right-field line. Gray got the next two outs before he got the hook, and then reliever Chris Rusin gave up 

an RBI bloop single to right by Brandon Belt. 

“I think (Gray’s) command could have been a little better and he got unraveled a little quick,” catcher Tony Wolters said. 

“Jon needs to be able to turn the page quick. He’s getting better, at times, when he slows the game down and executes 

pitches. That’s all he should care about. Just be a robot out there. He needs to be a robot.” 

Over his last two games, both losses, Gray has surrendered 11 earned runs over nine innings. Which, of course, 

translates to an 11.00 ERA. The right-hander has been a pitcher with a split personality all season. In his four victories, he 

has pitched like an ace, carving up opponents and posting a 0.33 ERA. In his six losses, however, his ERA is 9.60. 
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Asked if Gray sometimes reverts from a pitcher back into a thrower when he gets into trouble or when he gets traffic on 

the bases, manager Bud Black said, “It can be viewed that way, and it can be looked at that way, at times. Because Jon 

does have a good arm and he does possess a good fastball and good stuff, to where he can rare back and get it done. 

“But I think there has to be a little bit more pitching here; changing speeds and being able to move the ball around to 

minimize the damage. Today that didn’t happen. We need Jon to continue to grow and learn from these types of games.” 

The Rockies took a 1-0 lead in the first inning on Nolan Arenado’s RBI single to drive in Blackmon. A first-inning run is 

usually a good omen for Colorado, which entered the game with a 20-4 record when it scores the game’s first run. Not on 

Saturday. 

San Francisco took command with a three-run, four-hit third inning, the big hits a two-run double by Crawford and a run-

scoring single by Gomez. 

The Rockies hung around, thanks to an RBI single to right field by Story that cut San Francisco’s lead to 5-4 in the fifth. 

“We have seen more of that from Trevor,” Black said. “The shortening up of the bat and him getting the base hit.” 

But in the bottom of the frame, the Giants’ Andrew McCutchen scorched a two-run double into the left-field corner off 

Rusin on an 0-2 count, bumping the lead to 7-4. Rusin, one of the best relievers in baseball last season, gave up two runs 

on five hits in 1 ⅓ innings on Saturday. Rusin’s 6.75 ERA sits in stark contrast to the career-best 2.85 number he posted 

last season over 60 appearances. 

The Giants put a bow on the victory with Crawford’s loud, two-run homer off Brooks Pounders in the sixth. 

“We fought back a couple of different times, which was great,” Black said. “But we didn’t make enough good pitches 

throughout the course of the day.” 

Colorado, which won the first two games here, will attempt to win the series Sunday afternoon. 
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Saunders: Evolution of Rockies’ Chad Bettis is a multilayered story 
At age 29, Bettis is having the best season of his career 
 
By PATRICK SAUNDERS | psaunders@denverpost.com | The Denver Post 
PUBLISHED: May 19, 2018 at 10:00 am | UPDATED: May 19, 2018 at 10:05 pm 
 
SAN FRANCISCO — Chad Bettis is a survivor. 

I’m not talking only about his inspiring and well-chronicled victory over testicular cancer; a story that transcends the 

baseball diamond and the sports pages. 

I’m talking about Bettis, the pitcher, fierce competitor and class act. 

In the hours leading up to a start, Bettis moves silently through the clubhouse, his hoodie pulled tight over his head, his 

concentration absolute. After the game, if he pitches well, and if the Rockies win, Bettis is funny, overly generous with 

praise for his teammates and looks as if he’s floating on cloud nine. 

When he loses, Bettis is stern and tight-lipped, but always polite, respectful and candid. As a beat writer or fan, you can’t 

ask for more than that. 

Bettis, at age 29, is having the best season of his career. Thursday night, one year and a day since he was declared 

cancer free, Bettis didn’t add a victory to his resume, but he did hold the Giants to three runs and five hits over six innings. 

He even drove in a run. Best of all, the Rockies won, 5-3, in 12 innings. Had Brandon Belt not hit a decent pitch for a two-

run homer in the sixth inning, Bettis would have another victory. Still, he’s 4-1 with a 3.27 ERA. 

The right-hander has evolved from flamethrower into a thinking man’s pitcher. Little wonder that manager Bud Black 

seems to have a special fondness for Bettis. 

A quick recap of Bettis’ career path reveals plenty. After being named the California League pitcher of the year for High-A 

Modesto in 2011, Bettis missed the entire 2012 season because of a shoulder injury. He made his big-league debut in 

2013, armed with a 94-96 mph fastball that he threw 56 percent of time time, while tossing an ineffective changeup only 6 

percent of the time. He had shining moments, for sure, but inconsistency was his trademark. 

Then Bettis remade himself as a pitcher. His average 90 mph fastball velocity ranks just 76th among 91 qualifying 

starters, and his 5.51 strikeouts per nine innings ranks 86th. He now throws his fastball 45 percent of the time and relies 

on his trusty changeup 26 percent of the time. 

When he broke into the majors, Bettis never figured he would become the kind of pitcher he is today. 
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“I think that happens over time,” he said. “The more I look back over my career, up to this point, I wouldn’t trade what’s 

happened. I think it was fun to throw in the upper 90s and blow it by guys. But to be where I’m at now, and work it out with 

a game plan, and then another game plan … I would have never guessed that.” 

Bettis stressed that he’s gotten away from being a results-oriented pitcher to become more focused on the process. It’s 

that approach, Bettis insists, that ultimately produced better results. 

Plus, now he’d rather be a pitcher who carves up batters, rather than a guy who blow their doors off. 

“One-hundred percent,” Bettis said. “I would rather play chess in baseball rather than trying to overpower guys.” 

As for the anniversary of his victory over cancer, Bettis, in typical fashion, turned the spotlight to his teammates. 

“It’s unbelievable, just from all the guys in our clubhouse that have been with me for a whole year now, every step of the 

way,” Bettis said. “From being diagnosed twice to being on the other side of it now, it means a lot to me of how tight-knit of 

a group we really are. There are a lot of relationships I have developed — not because of what I’ve gone through, but how 

strong they were, and being able to lean on them.” 
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Inside the Rockies’ coding system they believe eliminates the risk of stolen dugout signs 
Colorado bench coach Mike Redmond first implemented the wristband system with the catchers in spring training last year 
 
By KYLE NEWMAN | knewman@denverpost.com | The Denver Post 
May 19, 2018 at 3:37 pm 
 
As a big league catcher and coach, Mike Redmond admits he has always been paranoid about the other team picking up 

traditional signs — arrays of touches to the nose, ear, chin and other parts of the face — coming from the dugout. 

So when Redmond was hired by the Rockies as bench coach prior to the 2017 season, the former Marlins manager, who 

played major league ball for 13 years, decided he needed to formally implement some sort of coding system. 

“Nowadays, the other team getting one sign could cost you a game, and one game could cost you a season,” Redmond 

said. “That was something that was in the forefront of my mind — ease of use, quickness in relaying the signs from the 

dugout to the field and safety of communication.” 

With that line of reasoning, Redmond worked with the Rockies’ analytics team to create the content for a wristband cheat 

sheet similar to the one seen on forearms of quarterbacks in football. 

Those wristbands are worn by Colorado’s catchers, Chris Iannetta and Tony Wolters, and house a grid stuffed with 

random three-digit numbers that correspond with initialisms such as EAT, RPT and HSO. 

“It’s pretty simple really — (Redmond) gives us a number from the dugout, then we check the corresponding number on 

the sheet to control the base paths,” Iannetta said. “And we have an infinite amount of sheets that we make, and then 

change out randomly.” 

Hence, the Rockies feel like they’ve created a unique coding system — “to my knowledge, it hadn’t been done before” in 

the big leagues, Redmond said — although the concept has its roots at the college level. 

“My vision for this has kind of evolved — it was an idea I’d originally gotten because I’d seen guys have it at Gonzaga 

because I live in Spokane,” Redmond said. “It’s a different system than what we have because college coaches, in large 

part, are using it to call pitches too, but it’s the same wristband concept.” 

And perhaps the biggest impetus for the wristband’s implementation before last season was the fact that Redmond, in his 

debut spring training with the Rockies, was working with a couple of green catchers in Wolters and Tom Murphy (now in 

Triple-A Albuquerque), who had a combined 103 big league starts behind the plate entering last season. 
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“Coming over here with two young catchers in Murphy and Wolters, I  was thinking of something that would be easy — 

taking an aspect of the game of getting the signs from the bench totally out of their hands,” Redmond said. “That way, 

they could focus on game calling and the things they need to concentrate on out there.” 

Wolters believes the system helped him expedite his skills on the defensive side of the ball, where this season he has 

drawn high praise from the pitching staff and manager Bud Black. 

“I can just think about catching the ball — beating the ball to the spot, putting my body in a good position to where I’m 

ready to receive in a couple different areas,” Wolters said. 

But now that news of the Rockies wristband is out, how long until it’s deciphered? With cameras omnipresent at every 

ballpark, and considering the persistent observant power of social media, is Colorado confident that its cryptograph can 

stand the tests of opposing surveillance? 

“We have tons of variations of the cards, and we could use the same three-digit number more than once, but it’d mean a 

different thing each time,” said Redmond, smiling. “It’s virtually impossible to pick it up.” 
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Crawford stays hot, homers in Giants' 9-4 win over Rockies 
Associated Press 
 
SAN FRANCISCO -- Brandon Crawford credited a tip from Giants teammates Pablo Sandoval and Gregor Blanco for 

helping get his season turned around at the plate. 

 

First baseman Brandon Belt, in turn, credited Crawford with helping keep San Francisco's offense going while the team 

awaits the return of several key injured players. 

 

Crawford got three more hits and drove in four runs as the Giants beat the Colorado Rockies 9-4 on Saturday to end a 

three-game skid. 

 

"He's pretty unbelievable right now," Belt said. "He's just doing what everybody knows he can do. He just got some 

confidence, made a few adjustments at the plate and he looks great up there. He's a big reason we are where we are 

right now." 

San Francisco began the day four games out of first place in the NL West despite being without its top two pitchers and 

second baseman Joe Panik for a long stretch. 

Crawford, the Giants' Gold Glove-winning shortstop, batted .189 through the first month of the season. He got going after 

talking to Sandoval and Blanco. 

"They remembred my hands being up a little bit higher when I would load, so I tried it and it started to work so I stuck with 

it," Crawford said. "It's more of a mental thing, just kind of getting my hands up and into the right spot by the time I start 

my swing. It's not a huge adjustment. I'm talking like a couple inches higher." 

Crawford reached on a bloop single in the second inning, had a two-run double in the third and homered in the sixth 

following Evan Longoria's leadoff single. The home run off reliever Chris Rusin was the fourth this season for Crawford 

and helped raised his batting average to .449 (31 for 69) in May. 
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The Giants had been limited to three runs or fewer in eight of their previous 12 games and had lost each of those eight. 

They broke out in a big way as Andrew McCutchen doubled twice, singled and added two RBI on a day when every San 

Francisco starter had at least one hit. Belt. Buster Posey, Miguel Gomez and Longoria each had two. 

 

"I still don't think we've hit our stride," Giants manager Bruce Bochy said. "Sure, we had a good game today, but as we 

move forward it's going to be important that we are consistent in putting these runs on the board. This offense is capable 

of doing that." 

Chris Stratton (5-3) scuffled through another start but went five innings, allowing four runs and eight hits. Stratton pitched 

with runners on base every inning and committed an error in the second, but minimized the damage by getting Colorado 

to ground into a pair of double plays. 

 

Charlie Blackmon had two hits and scored twice for the Rockies. Colorado lost for only the second time in 10 road games 

this month. 

"We fought back a couple of different times which was great, but we didn't make enough good pitches throughout the 

course of our day from all three of our pitchers," Rockies manager Bud Black said. 

STARTING UP 

Jon Gray (4-6) allowed five runs on nine hits in 3 2/3 innings in the loss. "It was frustrating from the get-go really," Gray 

said. "I think sometimes I get worried about things that I can't control." 

BANGED UP 

McCutchen bruised his knee sliding into second base in the seventh. He is day-to-day. 

TRAINER'S ROOM 

Giants: LHP Madison Bumgarner threw 40 pitches off the mound in the bullpen before the game. Bumgarner will face 

hitters for the first time Tuesday in Houston, then will begin a rehab assignment with Sacramento on Saturday. Bochy said 

he wants Bumgarner stretched out to at least 75 pitches before the team brings him back up. ... RHP Johnny Cueto 

(elbow inflammation) was scheduled to visit with a doctor and will head to Arizona to continue his rehab when the Giants 
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leave on their road trip Monday. ... Former closer Mark Melancon (right elbow flexor strain) will pitch for Triple-A 

Sacramento on Monday. 

UP NEXT 

Colorado's Tyler Anderson (3-1, 4.30 ERA) pitches against San Francisco's Ty Blach (3-4, 4.05) in a matchup of left-

handers in the series finale Sunday afternoon. Anderson is winless in three career starts against the Giants. Blach failed 

to make it past the fifth inning in each of last of his last two starts. 
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Ian Desmond opens up at the plate — and about the burden of his vexing slump 
By Nick Groke May 19, 2018 
 
SAN FRANCISCO — Ian Desmond’s burden is difficult to carry, with $70 million and the patient expectations of a team on 

his shoulders, and no amount of dugout cheerleading will set him right. 

“That’s what makes it so much worse,” Desmond said late Friday night after the veteran first baseman with a bloodless 

.179 batting average broke out in a big way in the Rockies’ 6-1 victory over the Giants. 

His three-run homer in the fourth inning sent him trotting around the bases, and when he returned to the steps, a horde of 

teammates mobbed him with hurrahs. The hugs and high-fives smacked of relief. They knew as well as Desmond the 

difficulty of his long and vexing slump. 

“As happy as they were for me,” Desmond said, “I know that they’re as equally frustrated as I am when I get out.” 

It’s not that Desmond dislikes the support of his teammates. But he knows the only way out of the abyss of a significant 

slump is to plow forward on his own. Only he can get himself on base. And only he has failed to do so consistently. 

Between his game-breaking home run on May 6 in the Rockies’ victory over the Mets and his deciding shot in San 

Francisco on Friday, Desmond went 3-for-34 at the plate, with just two walks. His on-base percentage sank to .213 — the 

third-worst mark in baseball among qualifying players. Only Kole Calhoun and Lewis Brinson are getting on base less 

frequently. 

None of these facts have escaped Desmond. He knows the numbers and their implications. The Rockies signed him to a 

five-year, $70 million contract last season to be a versatile and athletic defender and, more importantly, a veteran 

clubhouse leader who can be relied upon for production. 

“It’s heavy,” Desmond said. “I’m not only carrying the weight of myself, I’m carrying the weight of everyone else here and 

around the country who are rooting for me. But at the same time, I know that everyone who knows me is hopeful. They’ve 

been through this with me many times before. They know it’s coming.” 

But even as Desmond’s batting average dropped to a season-low mark of .167 on Thursday after an 0-for-4 game — his 

eighth hitless night through 13 days in May — he continued to start every game at first base. Colorado manager Bud 

Black has repeated his reasoning for sticking with Desmond: He is working on faith and out of necessity. 
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The Rockies have very few options at first, despite a historically low output at the position. And Desmond, over a 10-year 

career, has a track record of success, primarily during seven seasons with the Nationals, then in an All-Star year with the 

Rangers. And, like any long-serving major-leaguer, Desmond has dug himself out of slumps. 

In 2014, he was hitting just .214 on May 10 with Washington but rebounded to hit .255 and win a second consecutive 

Silver Slugger award. 

“I’ve been in this position so many times. You just have to go,” Desmond said. “Once it gets going, it gets going. It’s pretty 

much how it’s been my whole career. I don’t know why, but sometimes I just get in these funks and snap out of them and 

put them behind me, and that’s what I’m hopeful for here.” 

Colorado’s patience, though, has limits. Black is not blind to the pressure. Just as Desmond’s slump hit a low point 

Thursday, the Rockies’ team offense dropped to among the worst in baseball. 

What Black wants from Desmond is regularity, if not raw numbers. In the second inning Friday, with Trevor Story at third 

base and one out, the Rockies called for a contact play, sending Story running as soon as contact was made. Desmond 

did not need to reach base, he only needed to drive in a run. But he hit the ball in the one place it would backfire, directly 

at the third baseman. And the Giants threw out Story easily. 

“I’ll see a really good at-bat and then maybe the next one, not so good,” Black said. “It’s been the inconsistency from at-

bat to at-bat. That’s where we need to get to, where every at-bat is a good sign. We’re not quite there yet.” 

Black’s dilemma with Desmond comes after his flashy moments. He has nearly single-handedly won the Rockies three 

games this season at the plate, with a ninth-inning homer off Nationals closer Sean Doolittle at Washington on April 15; a 

two-homer day, including a shot off Mets ace Noah Syndergaard, on May 6; and his four-RBI game Friday in San 

Francisco. He shows just enough to keep the Rockies from giving him the hook. 

His teammates have not abandoned Desmond. The first to greet him after his home-run trot Friday was Charlie Blackmon, 

who knows the difficulty of turning around a tough at-bat in the early innings to find a successful outcome later. 

“I was really excited. That was a big spot,” Blackmon said. “We’re losing. Three-run homer, then we’re up by two. It was a 

game-winner. I know he’s been grinding and trying really hard. I was really happy for him.” 

By Saturday, Desmond looked more like the hitter the Rockies hoped he would be. He walked in his first at-bat in the 

second and scored to give Colorado a 2-0 lead. He singled to lead off the fourth and scored again — his first multirun 
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game since May 6 and just the fourth time this season he scored multiple runs. He walked again in the eighth, his first 

two-walk game this season. The Giants, though, pulled away for a 9-4 victory. 

Desmond cares about his production and will face his responsibility, to be sure, but he is always quick to defer to wins and 

losses as the ultimate decider, whether he is hitting or not. 

“We’re winning games — as a team, we’re winning games,” Desmond said as the Rockies (25-21) remained a game 

behind Arizona in the National League West. “And that’s great. It’s going to be that much better when we’re clicking on all 

cylinders. But this is what gets you through the dog days, when you find a way, you scratch and claw, with a different guy 

every night.” 
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Gray’s bad day sinks Rockies in San Francisco 
By Drew Creasman - Posted on May 19, 2018 | BSN Denver 
 
The Colorado Rockies offense kept battling but it was an off-day for the pitching staff that has held the team up all season, 

resulting in a 9-4 loss in their third game against the San Francisco Giants. 

Shortstop Brandon Crawford played the hero with a four-RBI day. 

Colorado got the scoring going in the first, getting a lead-off infield single from Charlie Blackmon who moved up on a deep 

fly ball from David Dahl and scored on a single off the bat of Nolan Arenado. Interestingly, left-fielder Gregor Blanco 

elected to not even attempt a throw home on the play. 

The Rockies got another run in the second in bittersweet fashion. Ian Desmond began the inning with a walk and 

managed to move all the way to third on an error from Stratton. Daniel Castro, in the rare situation in which hitting into a 

double play is preferable to a strikeout—though still far from ideal—he managed the lesser of two evils, hitting into the 

twin killing but getting Desmond in for the second run. 

Gray danced out of some trouble in the first but was unable to do so in the second, surrendering a lead-off single to 

Brandon Crawford, catching a bad break on a double play attempt that wasn’t turned as Castro’s throw pulled Desmond 

off the bag, and then running into a double by Gorkys Hernandez that put runners at second and third. Stratton managed 

a groundball out that almost got by Castro at second, but an excellent sliding play kept the damage to one run. 

The problems continued in the third, starting with back-to-back singles for Andrew McCutchen and Buster Posey. Brandon 

Belt walked to load the bases. But Gray got Evan Longoria to fly out without getting a run in, meaning he was a double 

play ball away from escaping the jam with no runs scored. But Crawford bounced a double just fair down the left-field line 

to put the Giants on top 3-2. Miguel Gomez followed with a solid single to right, scoring another run, before Gray could 

finish off the inning. 

Colorado struck back, again the bottom of the order providing a scratched-out run. Desmond and Tony Wolters singled, 

putting runners at the corners once again for Castro, and for the second time in as many at-bats, he hit into a run-scoring 

double play, pulling Colorado to within one. 
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It was more of the same for Gray in the fourth who gave up a tough-luck triple on a ball that skipped just under Desmond’s 

glove at first base then got stuck on the bullpen mounds in foul territory. He almost worked out of it, getting a weak fly out 

from McCutchen and some help on a phenomenal diving stop by Trevor Story. But Belt came through with a bloop single 

just in front of Blackmon in center field to make it 5-3, Giants. 

The Rockies got one back in the fifth thanks to singles from Blackmon, Gerardo Parra, and Story, but Parra was thrown 

out at third on Story’s RBI single, ending the rally. 

Chris Rusin came on for Gray in the fifth and his season-long struggles continued, immediately giving up a single to 

Gomez, then a one-out single to Austin Jackson and a two-out double to McCutchen to extend San Francisco’s lead out 

to three runs. 

Brooks Pounders was needed in a situation with the club down and a heavy workload having gone to the plus-side guys 

as of late and the Giants took advantage right away, getting a single from Longoria through the shift and a no-doubt blast 

from Crawford. Though, he worked the rest of that inning and two more without further incident. 

Colorado falls to 25-21, 18-10 on the road. They sit one game back of the lead in the NL West. 

FINAL STATS: 

Jon Gray: 3.2 IP, 9 H, 5 ER, 1 BB, 4 K 

Chris Rusin: 1.1 IP, 5 H, 2 ER, 1 BB, 2 K 

Brooks Pounders: 3 H, 2 ER, 0 BB, 6 K 

Charlie Blackmon: 2-for-5, 2 R 

Ian Desmond: 1-for-2, 2 R, 2 BB 

Trevor Story: 1-for-4, 1 RBI 

WHAT’S NEXT: 

The Giants will aim to split the series, the Rockies to take it, on a Sunday afternoon showdown. Lefties Tyler Anderson 

and Ty Blach. First pitch at 2:05 
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The Stats That Count: Wins and Losses 
TRACY RINGOLSBY - MAY 19, 2018 | InsideTheSeams.com 
 
The top of the second inning on Friday night in San Francisco, Trevor Story was on third base with one out and 

Ian Desmond up. With the contact play on, Desmond grounded to third, and Story was thrown out at the plate.  

Next time up? There was no need to run on contact -- just trot. With one out and two men on base, Desmond 

unloaded a three-run home run, giving the Rockies a 3-1 lead. And the next time he was up? With two out and 

Nolan Arenado on third, Desmond bounced a ground-rule double over the center field fence at AT&T Park, and 

the Rockies were up 4-1 with Desmond having four RBI. 

Charlie Blackmon added a two-run home run in the ninth for the 6-1 lead, but it was Desmond's night. The 

season has been a challenge for Desmond. Even with Friday night he is hitting .175. He, however, is fourth on 

the Rockies with 21 RBI, and is looking for a strong finish. 

"I got a text from a friend in Washington, D.C., reminding me that (36 games into) 2014 I was hitting .214," said 

Desmond. "I wound up winning a Silver Slugger (as the best offensive shortstop in the NL) that year." 

That's not saying Desmond is going to suddenly explode offensively, but it is a reminder that baseball is a game 

of streaks. And that a team has to be strong enough to overcome those situations. 

The  Rockies like to feel that is the case with their team this year. 

"I know he has been grinding and trying hard," Blackmon said of Desmond. "He had a tough (first) at-bat and he's 

a professional and came back (the next two at-bats). I'm proud of him. Our guys play to win. That's the focus, not 

on what each person does." 

And the Rockies are in second place in the NL West, a half game back of the Diamondbacks. At 25-20 it equals 

the third best start in franchise history, behind only 2017 and 1995, two of the four times the Rockies have 

advanced to the post-season. The other two times -- 2007 and 2009 -- the Rockies stumbled to 18-27 starts both 

times. The Rockies have been a game above .500 or better  in 11 of their 26 years of existence. 
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A STARTING POINT 

Start W L W-L% Postseason 

4/3/2017 28 17 0.622 Wildcard 

4/26/1995 26 19 0.578 Wildcard 

4/3/2006 25 20 0.556  

3/31/2014 25 20 0.556  

3/29/2018 25 20 0.556  

4/1/1997 24 21 0.533  

4/1/2013 24 21 0.533  

4/3/2000 23 22 0.511  

4/2/2001 23 22 0.511  

4/5/2010 23 22 0.511  

4/1/2011 23 22 0.511  
     

Source: Baseball-reference.com 

Desmond is battling to climb out of a slow start, but he's not the only member of the Rockies lineup being 

challenged in the first weeks of the 2019 season. Nolan Arenado is hitting .324. The only other Rockies player 

hitting above .280 is Noel Cuevas.  

Player AVG 

Nolan Arenado 0.324 

Noel Cuevas 0.289 

DJ LeMahieu 0.279 

David Dahl 0.274 

Gerardo Parra 0.271 

Charlie Blackmon 0.265 
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Player AVG 

Trevor Story 0.239 

Chris Iannetta 0.22 

Carlos Gonzalez 0.218 

x-Ryan McMahon 0.18 

Ian Desmond 0.175 

Daniel Castro 0.171 

Tony Wolters 0.127 

Pat Valaika 0.113 

x-Mike Tauchman 0.043 

x-in minor leagues  

Source: Stats, Inc. 

The Rockies rank 13th in the NL in batting average -- 10 points ahead of NL West-leading Arizona, which ranks 

15th.  

Team AVG 

Atlanta Braves 0.264 

Pittsburgh Pirates 0.26 

Chicago Cubs 0.256 

San Francisco Giants 0.254 

Milwaukee Brewers 0.246 

Cincinnati Reds 0.243 

Philadelphia Phillies 0.243 

Washington Nationals 0.24 
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Team AVG 

Los Angeles Dodgers 0.239 

St. Louis Cardinals 0.236 

New York Mets 0.235 

Miami Marlins 0.23 

Colorado Rockies 0.229 

San Diego Padres 0.228 

Arizona Diamondbacks 0.219 

Source: Stats, Inc. 

The Rockies, however, have been able to stay in the midst of the NL West race. 

"As a team we are winning games," said Desmond. "This is how you get through the dog days." 

Manager Bud Black gets it. 

"This is a team-first team," said Black. "We have a good group that truly pulls for each other. When guys struggle 

they try to pick each other up." 

And right now the load is being carried by the pitching staff. The Rockies are allowing 4.38 runs per game this 

year, the fourth best total in the first 25 games of a season in franchise history.  They are averaging only 4.04 

runs per game, which equals the fewest runs per game in the first 45 games of a season in franchise history. The 

other time they averaged 4.04? They made their long World Series appearance -- 2007. 

STRONG ARMING THE OPPOSITION 

Year W L Pct. RS  Year W L Pct RA 

2007 18 27 0.4 4.04  2011 23 22 0.511 4.13 

2018 25 20 0.556 4.04  2010 23 22 0.511 4.16 
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Year W L Pct. RS  Year W L Pct RA 

2008 18 27 0.4 4.24  2013 24 21 0.533 4.31 

2015 19 26 0.422 4.31  2018 25 20 0.556 4.38 

1993 13 32 0.289 4.4  2014 25 20 0.556 4.4 

2011 23 22 0.511 4.42  2006 25 20 0.556 4.49 

2006 25 20 0.556 4.58  2002 21 24 0.467 4.58 

2005 14 31 0.311 4.6  2017 28 17 0.622 4.62 

2010 23 22 0.511 4.64  2008 18 27 0.4 5.09 

2002 21 24 0.467 4.73  2015 19 26 0.422 5.13 

Source: Baseball-reference.com 
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